AMHA CENTRAL CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW
July 9-11, 2021

Class 1 YOUTH OBSTACLE DRIVING - 13-18 YEARS
Number in class  2

CHAMPION  MOUNTAIN MEADOWS TYMERS TROOPER
Shown by KYLIE CHAMBERS

RESERVE   HCM WAR PAINTS INDEPENDENCE BAY
Shown by SOPHIA SACHTLEBEN

Class 2 YOUTH OBSTACLE DRIVING - 12 YEARS & UNDER
Number in class  1

CHAMPION  LA VISTA ALLURE BY MG
Shown by SYDNEY GROSKLAGS

Class 3 AMATEUR OBSTACLE DRIVING
Number in class  3

CHAMPION  ALL WRIGHTS LITTLE PRINCE CHARMINIG
Shown by TARYN WRIGHT MURPHY

RESERVE   HCM X CALIBERS TRIUMPH
Shown by FRANKLIN WILSON
3rd  PR SAN JUAN CONDADO MYSTIQUE
    Shown by WHITNEY FRANKS

Class 4 OPEN OBSTACLE DRIVING
Number in class  3

CHAMPION    CONDERS BORN THIS WAY
    Owned by CAMMIE TRUESDELL

RESERVE     ALL WRIGHTS LITTLE PRINCE CHARMING
    Owned by MICHAEL OR TRACI OR TARYN WRIGHT

3rd          HCM X CALIBERS TRIUMPH
    Owned by MARY OR FRANKLIN WILSON

Class 5 THREE & FOUR-YEAR-OLD SINGLE PLEASURE DRIVING
Number in class  1

CHAMPION    ROWAN CREEK MYSTIC MOON
    Owned by AMANDA BENTON

Class 6 AMATEUR ROADSTER
Number in class  6

CHAMPION    ASH CREEK 20 20 VISION
Shown by HEIDI CAETANO

RESERVE  LYM'RICKS IRRESISTIBLE FORCE
Shown by LAUREN GREAVES

3rd  BAR NS FULL MOON FANDANGO
Shown by HEATHER RICHARDSON

4th  TEXAS ANGELS GRANDS PRETTY AWESOME
Shown by STEFANI DOOLING

5th  JSW CODE REDS DANDY VISION
Shown by KARLEEN BOYD

6th  WCF PRINCE WILLIAM
Shown by TARYN WRIGHT MURPHY

Class 7 AMATEUR STOCK-TYPE MARES
Number in class 10

CHAMPION  ALOHA ACRES NEON LITE
Shown by SAMANTHA EARLS

RESERVE  LR ARISTOCRAT CHAMPAGNE LADY
Shown by GREG STRINGER

3rd  JCW BUCKS BRONZED TO PERFECTION
Shown by REBECCA KELLEY
4th SILVERLEAF ICY HOT COCOA
Shown by RAYMOND POPE

5th 7S NASHVILLES RUBIES AND GOLD
Shown by TRACI WRIGHT

6th ZEPHYR WOODS ICE ICE BABY
    Shown by KAREN MCADEN

7th MYSTIC MOON REBELS CALAMITY JANE
    Shown by BECKY ARMSTRONG

8th REDROCK C BLISSFULLY YOURS
    Shown by CAMMIE TRUESDELL

9th E4FARM VIKING KINGS FIRST HOPE
    Shown by LINDA DOOLING

10th PR SAN JUAN CONDADO MYSTIQUE
    Shown by WHITNEY FRANKS

Class 8 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED STOCK-TYPE MARES
Number in class 6

CHAMPION LR ARISTOCRAT CHAMPAGNE LADY
    Shown by GREG STRINGER
RESERVE  ALOHA ACRES NEON LITE
Shown by SAMANTHA EARLS

3rd  AT LAST EXTRAVAGANCE
Shown by HEATHER RICHARDSON

4th  SILVERLEAF ICY HOT COCOA
Shown by RAYMOND POPE

5th  I AM A PISTOL PACKIN PRIMA DONNA
Shown by TARYN WRIGHT MURPHY

6th  E4FARM VIKING KINGS FIRST HOPE
Shown by LINDA DOOLING

Class 9 AMATEUR SENIOR MARES - LEVEL 1 - OVER 30" TO 34"
Number in class  2

CHAMPION  MERCEDES DEBUTANTE DREAM
Shown by LEE EARLS

RESERVE  JSW PRIME TIMES SIMPLY GORGEOUS
Shown by SHAWNA KIRCHMAN

Class 11 AMATEUR SENIOR MARES - LEVEL 2 - OVER 30" TO 34"
Number in class  3
CHAMPION  MERCEDES DEBUTANTE DREAM  
Shown by SAMANTHA EARLS

RESERVE  APPLECREEKS DIAMOND IN THE BUFF  
Shown by ELIZABETH ELLIS

3rd  DIAMOND S THIS LITTLE LITE OF MINE  
Shown by THOMAS SPICER

Class 12 AMATEUR SENIOR MARES - LEVEL 2 - 30" & UNDER  
Number in class  3

CHAMPION  WORLD OF MINIATURES DIXIE CALISTO  
Shown by LEIGH MURRAY

RESERVE  LITTLE AMERICAS SECRETS MS CHOCTAW  
Shown by TONY GREAVES

3rd  HOPKINS GOLDEN IMAGE  
Shown by SHAWN HESTER

Class 13 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED SENIOR MARES - LEVEL 1  
Number in class  2

CHAMPION  MERCEDES DEBUTANTE DREAM  
Shown by LEE EARLS
RESERVE   JSW PRIME TIMES SIMPLY GORGEOUS
Shown by SHAWNA KIRCHMAN

Class 14 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED SENIOR MARES - LEVEL 2
Number in class  2

CHAMPION   MERCEDES DEBUTANTE DREAM
Shown by SAMANTHA EARLS

RESERVE   DIAMOND S THIS LITTLE LITE OF MINE
Shown by THOMAS SPICER

Class 15 YOUTH CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING - 13-18 YEARS
Number in class  5

CHAMPION   TX ANGELS INCENDIOS ICE MAN
Shown by HALEY SANDERS

RESERVE   MOUNTAIN MEADOWS TYMERS TROOPER
Shown by KYLIE CHAMBERS

3rd        GRENADES CLASSIC PRINCE
Shown by SOPHIE SACHTLEBEN

4th        AT LAST EXTRAVAGANCE
Shown by HAEDYN RICHARDSON
5th       PECAN HOLLOWS BOLEROS VALENTINO
          Shown by LUCY DROLESKEY

Class 16 YOUTH CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING - 8-12 YEARS
Number in class 3

CHAMPION    LA VISTA ALLURE BY MG
            Shown by SYDNEY GROS KLAGS

RESERVE    TEXAS ANGELS CHICOS TIO ROJO
            Shown by GRACIE KACHURIAK

3rd        ALBA HURSTS FAST N FURIOUS
            Shown by VICTORIA KIRCHMAN

Class 17 SINGLE PLEASURE DRIVING GELDINGS
Number in class 1

CHAMPION    ASH CREEK 20 20 VISION
            Owned by HEIDI CAETANO

Class 18 SENIOR MARES - OVER 32" TO 34"
Number in class 2

CHAMPION    APPLECREEKS DIAMOND IN THE BUFF
            Owned by ELIZABETH OR JERRY ELLIS

RESERVE    JSW PRIME TIMES SIMPLY GORGEOUS
            Owned by SHAWNA KIRCHMAN
Class 19 SENIOR MARES - OVER 30" TO 32"
Number in class  1

CHAMPION       PANDORAS BOLEROS PHOEBE
               Owned by LISA BERBERICH

Class 20 SENIOR MARES - OVER 28" TO 30"
Number in class  2

CHAMPION       WORLD OF MINIATURES DIXIE CALISTO
               Owned by LEIGH OR JAMIE MURRAY

RESERVE        HOPKINS GOLDEN IMAGE
               Owned by SHAWN HESTER/LESSEE

Class 21 SENIOR MARES - 28" AND UNDER
Number in class  1

CHAMPION       LITTLE AMERICAS SECRETS MS CHOCTAW
               Owned by TONY OR LAUREN GREAVES

Class 22 OPEN STOCK-TYPE MARES
Number in class  6

CHAMPION       ALOHA ACRES NEON LITE
RESERVE  LR ARISTOCRAT CHAMPAGNE LADY
Owned by GREG OR JUDY STRINGER

3rd  ZEPHYR WOODS ICE ICE BABY
Owned by KAREN MCADEN

4th  PECAN HOLLOWS ANTONIOS LUCIA
Owned by ANITA DEAL

5th  REDROCK C BLISSFULLY YOURS
Owned by CAMMIE TRUESDELL

6th  MYSTIC MOON REBELS CALAMITY JANE
Owned by NANCY MITTEN OR BECKY ARMSTRONG OR KRISTY NEWMAN

Class 23 LADIES CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING
Number in class 17

CHAMPION  ALLIANCE TAITTINGER
Owned by TIM OR REBECCA KACHURIAK

RESERVE  LA VISTA ALLURE BY MG
Owned by BRIDGET YATES

3rd  TX ANGELS INCENDIOS ICE MAN
Owned by REBECCA KACHURIAK OR SUSAN STUART
4th  REDROCK LOTS O SPOTS  Owned by JANE L WAGNER & LUCILLE KUSLUCK

5th  APPLECREEKS DIAMOND IN THE BUFF  Owned by ELIZABETH OR JERRY ELLIS

6th  LIBERTYS TENDER REDI  Owned by LINDA LINSE OR DEB OWEN

7th  CONDERS BORN THIS WAY  Owned by CAMMIE TRUESDELL

8th  HUNTERBERRY HILL IMPRESSIVE JUBILEE  Owned by LEEANN STICKER

9th  A BAER CREEKS ROCKYS BLAZE OF GLORY  Owned by JAN C NUCKOLLS

10th 7S NASHVILLES RUBIES AND GOLD  Owned by MICHAEL OR TRACI WRIGHT OR TARYN WRIGHT MURPHY

Class 24 SINGLE PLEASURE DRIVING STALLIONS
Number in class  1

CHAMPION  CEDAR CREEKS A WHOLE LOT OF LOVIN  Owned by DEBRA EMERY
Class 25 THREE & FOUR YEAR-OLD COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING

Number in class  3

CHAMPION      AFTERNOONS DELIGHT DANDYKINGPRINCE  
               Owned by DEBORAH PALMER OR AUSTIN BERGLUND

RESERVE       ARISTOCRATIC REGAL QUEEN  
               Owned by MICHAEL OR MARY COLLINGS

3rd           HOPKINS CARDINAL SIN  
               Owned by IAN OR SHANA FUCHS

Class 26 YOUTH JUMPER - 13-18 YEARS

Number in class:  5

CHAMPION      SILVERLEAF LITTLE ROJO AMIGO  
               Shown by LUCY DROLESKEY

RESERVE       ALLIANCE BOLEROS TOMAS  
               Shown by LUCY DROLESKEY

3rd           MOUNTAIN MEADOWS TYMERS TROOPER  
               Shown by KYLIE CHAMBERS

Class 27 YOUTH JUMPER - 12 YEARS & UNDER

Number in class:  2
CHAMPION  TEXAS ANGELS GRANDS PRETTY AWESOME
Shown by GRACIE KACHURIAK

RESERVE  MERCEDES TRICK THAT
Shown by SYDNEY GROSKLAGS

Class 28 AMATEUR JUMPER
Number in class:  2

CHAMPION  REDROCK C BLISSFULLY YOURS
Shown by CAMMIE TRUESDELL

Class 29 OPEN JUMPER
Number in class:  3

CHAMPION  SILVERLEAF LITTLE ROJO AMIGO
Ownership by LUCY DROLESKY

RESERVE  ALLIANCE BOLEROS TOMAS
Ownership by LUCY DROLESKEY

3rd  REDROCK C BLISSFULLY YOURS
Ownership by CAMMIE TRUESDELL

Class 31 CARRIAGE DRIVING PLEASURE (NON-RATED)
Number in class  3
CHAMPION  HUNTERBERRY HILL IMPRESSIVE JUBILEE
Owned by LEEANN STICKER

RESERVE   RGS BOOGIES ECHO ON BROADWAY
Owned by RAYGAN SLATTER

Class 32 CARRIAGE DRIVING WORKING (NON-RATED)
Number in class  2

CHAMPION  HUNTERBERRY HILL IMPRESSIVE JUBILEE
Owned by LEEANN STICKER

RESERVE   RGS BOOGIES ECHO ON BROADWAY
Owned by RAYGAN SLATTER

Class 33 LADIES ROADSTER
Number in class  2

CHAMPION  CEDAR CREEKS A WHOLE LOT OF LOVIN
Owned by DEBRA EMERY

RESERVE   ASH CREEK 20 20 VISION
Owned by HEIDI CAETANO

Class 34 SINGLE PLEASURE DRIVING MARES
Number in class  1
CHAMPION  ROWAN CREEK MYSTIC MOON  
Owned by AMANDA BENTON

Class 35 YOUTH VERSATILITY - 13-18 YEARS
Number in class  7

CHAMPION  TX ANGELS INCENDIOS ICE MAN  
Shown by HALEY SANDERS

RESERVE  BAR NS FULL MOON FANDANGO  
Shown by AVERY RICHARDSON

3rd  LYMRICKS IRRESISTIBLE FORCE  
Shown by KAMERON WELMA

4th  SILVERLEAF LITTLE ROJO AMIGO  
Shown by LUCY DROLESKY

5th  HCM WAR PAINTS INDEPENDENCE BAY  
Shown by SOPHIA SACHTLEBEN

6th  MOUNTAIN MEADOWS TYMERS TROOPER  
Shown by KYLIE CHAMBERS

Class 36 AMATEUR JUNIOR MARE - LEVEL 1 - 30" & UNDER
Number in class  3
CHAMPION  WORLD OF MINIATURES BRAVOS AMORE
    Shown by LINDY HAYNES

RESERVE   PECAN HOLLOWS ANTONIOS BIANCA
    Shown by EMILEE PLETT

3rd        WORLD OF MINIATURES ARIEL CALISTO
    Shown by DANIEL CLOUGH

Class 37 AMATEUR JUNIOR MARE - LEVEL 1 - OVER 30" TO 33"
Number in class  7

CHAMPION  DVM SHEZNYTRELY TROU
    Shown by RICHARD PEARSALL

RESERVE   INDIAN PEAKS DARE TO BE A KNOCKOUT
    Shown by JACOB BENNETT

3rd        PECAN HOLLOWS ANTONIOS LILIANA
    Shown by EMILEE PLETT

4th        ALOHA ACRES WINGS OF AN ANGEL
    Shown by LEE EARLS

5th        DIAMOND S SLICK BUTTON UP
    Shown by BRANDY SPICER
6th  JSW PRIME TIME FEARLESS LOVE
    Shown by SHAWNA KIRCHMAN

7th  SILVERLEAF DK TOUCH OF GLORY
    Shown by ELIZABETH CONDER

Class 38 AMATEUR JUNIOR MARE - LEVEL 2 - 30" & UNDER
Number in class  3

CHAMPION  SCOTT CREEK SIGNATURE LUNA
    Shown by JOANNE ROSS

RESERVE  PECAN HOLLOWS ANTONIOS BIANCA
    Shown by MICHAEL BRANDT

3rd  WORLD OF MINIATURES ARIEL CALISTO
    Shown by BRIDGET YATES

Class 39 AMATEUR JUNIOR MARE - LEVEL 2 - OVER 30" TO 33"
Number in class  9

CHAMPION  WORLD OF MINIATURES BRAVOS TIFFANY
    Shown by STEPHANI PAPPAS

RESERVE  POCO DE ORO MAYBES BORN TO REIGN
    Shown by PAT PROCTOR
3rd    DVM TROU MISS JULIETTE BLUE  
     Shown by NICOLE PEARSALL 

4th    INDIAN PEAKS DARES EXTREME DREAM  
     Shown by JOHN BENNETT 

5th    INDIAN PEAKS DARE TO BE A KNOCKOUT  
     Shown by JENNIFER BENNETT 

6th    PECAN HOLLOWS ANTONIOS LILIANA  
     Shown by MICHAEL BRANDT 

7th    LM IDOLS DANNIELYNN  
     Shown by MIKE BUERKLEY 

8th    ALOHA ACRES WINGS OF AN ANGEL  
     Shown by SAMANTHA EARLS 

9th    DIAMOND S THAT A LOADED TEA  
     Shown by THOMAS SPICER 

Class 40 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED JUNIOR MARE - LEVEL 1  
Number in class  2 

CHAMPION    DIAMOND S SLICK BUTTON UP  
     Shown by BRANDY SPICER 

RESERVE    ALOHA ACRES WINGS OF AN ANGEL
Class 41 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED JUNIOR MARE - LEVEL 2
Number in class 3

CHAMPION  INDIAN PEAKS LADY LUCK
Shown by JENNIFER BENNETT

RESERVE  DIAMOND S SLICK BUTTON UP
Shown by THOMAS SPICER

3rd  ALOHA ACRES WINGS OF AN ANGEL
Shown by SAMANTHA EARLS

Class 42 COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING - OVER 32" TO 34"
Number in class 7

CHAMPION  CHERRYVILLE MAJICS WARLOCK
Owned by LEIGH OR JAMIE MURRAY

RESERVE  CLASSIC VIEWS STORMY BUCK
Owned by RON OR KIM CLOUGH

3rd  PHR COUNTRY STRONG
Owned by DEBRA EMERY

4th  AFTERNOONS DELIGHT DANDYKINGSPRINCE
5th
LR PHANTOMS SECRET STORM
Owned by LAUREN OR TONY GREAVES

6th
SILVERLEAF LITTLE ROJO AMIGO
Owned by LUCY DROLESKY

7th
SLF FIFTY SHADES OF GREY
Owned by MICHELLE MEACHAM OR VALENTINA LYKKEN

Class 43 COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING - 32" & UNDER
Number in class  7

CHAMPION
TEXAS ANGELS GRAND ILLUSION
Owned by SUSAN STUART

RESERVE
GRAHAMS VALENTINO
Owned by VALENTINA LYKKEN

3rd
JSW CODE REDS DANDY VISION
Owned by KARLEEN GARRETT BOYD

4th
ROWAN CREEK HEART OF A TRAMP
Owned by AMANDA & JOSEPH BENTON

5th
TEXAS ANGELS GRANDS PRETTY AWESOME
Owned by LINDA & STEFANI DOOLING
6th  CLASSIC VIEWS CLOUDY STORM
Owned by JACQUELINE S CHANDLER

7th  WCF PRINCE WILLIAM
Owned by MICHAEL OR TRACI WRIGHT OR TARYN WRIGHT

Class 44 YOUTH OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED ROADSTER
Number in class  4

CHAMPION  BAR NS FULL MOON FANDANGO
Shown by AVERY RICHARDSON

RESERVE  MOUNTAIN MEADOWS TYMERS TROOPER
Shown by KYLIE CHAMBERS

3rd  SILVERLEAF LITTLE ROJO AMIGO
Shown by LUCY DROLESKEY

Class 45 GENTLEMENS CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING
Number in class  6

CHAMPION  OAK BAY SALSAS ANDROMEDA
Owned by REBECCA KELLEY

RESERVE  APPLECREEKS DIAMOND IN THE BUFF
Owned by ELIZABETH OR JERRY ELLIS
3rd       TX ANGELS INCENDIOS ICE MAN
          Owned by REBECCA KACHURIAK OR SUSAN STUART

4th       MERCEDES PRIZE TRICK
          Owned by AL OR SUSAN BULGAWICZ

5th       IMPRINT KINGS VELVET RENEGADE
          Owned by STEPHANI OR KC PAPPAS OR DOMINIQUE JONES

6th       OAK BAY ROGUE VALLEY EDITION
          Owned by MARY OR FRANKLIN WILSON

Class 46 SOLID COLOR MARES
Number in class  5

CHAMPION    COVERGIRLS SAHARAS COUNTRY TRINKET
            Owned by JUDY OR GREG STRINGER

RESERVE     7S NASHVILLES RUBIES AND GOLD
            Owned by MICHAEL OR TRACI WRIGHT OR TARYN WRIGHT MURPHY

3rd        JCW BUCKS BRONZED TO PERFECTION
            Owned by REBECCA J KELLEY

4th        CCMR SPS CATALINA
            Owned by DEBRA EMERY
5th  SCOTT CREEK SIGNATURE LUNA
    Owned by JOANNE OR LARRY ROSS

Class 47 MULTI-COLOR MARES
Number in class  4

CHAMPION  SILVERLEAF DK TOUCH OF GLORY
    Owned by ELIZABETH CONDER

RESERVE  REDROCK C BLISSFULLY YOURS
    Owned by CAMMIE TRUESDELL

3rd  MYSTIC MOON REBELS CALAMITY JANE
    Owned by NANCY MITTEN OR BECKY ARMSTRONG OR KRISTY NEWMAN

4th  LITTLE AMERICAS PQ JUST PERFECTION
    Owned by TONY OR CAROL GREAVES

Class 48 YOUTH OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED MARES - 18 YEARS & UNDER
Number in class  5

CHAMPION  DIAMOND S SLICK BUTTON UP
    Shown by CALEB SPICER

RESERVE  COVERGIRLS SAHARAS COUNTRY TRINKET
    Shown by ZACH ZEHENTNER

3rd  SILVER CROSS DREAMS CROWN OF JEWELS
Shown by CAYLEY STAPP

4th  JSW PRIME TIMES SIMPLY GORGEOUS
     Shown by VICTORIA KIRCHMAN

5th  DIAMOND S THIS LITTLE LITE OF MINE
     Shown by SHAWN RUSHING

Class 49 YOUTH EXHIBITING A SENIOR MARE - 7 YEARS & UNDER
Number in class  1

CHAMPION  DIAMOND S THIS LITTLE LITE OF MINE
     Shown by SHAWN RUSHING

Class 50 YOUTH EXHIBITING A SENIOR MARE - 8-12 YEARS
Number in class  1

CHAMPION  JSW PRIME TIMES SIMPLY GORGEOUS
     Shown by VICTORIA KIRCHMAN

Class 51 YOUTH EXHIBITING A SENIOR MARE - 13-18 YEARS
Number in class  4

CHAMPION  COVERGIRLS SAHARAS COUNTRY TRINKET
     Shown by ZACH ZEHENTNER

RESERVE  DIAMOND S THIS LITTLE LITE OF MINE
Shown by CALEB SPICER

3rd  SILVER CROSS DREAMS CROWN OF JEWELS
      Shown by CAYLEY STAPP

4th  LITTLE AMERICAS SECRETS MS CHOCTAW
      Shown by KAMERON WELMA

Class 52 YOUTH STOCK-TYPE MARES
Number in class 6

CHAMPION    LR ARISTOCRAT CHAMPAGNE LADY
            Shown by ZACH ZEHENTNER

RESERVE     ALOHA ACRES NEON LITE
            Shown by ELI EARLS

3rd  ZEPHYR WOODS ICE ICE BABY
      Shown by SADIE SACHTLEBEN

4th  7S NASHVILLES RUBIES AND GOLD
      Shown by PAISLEE HAMPTON

5th  AT LAST EXTRAVAGANCE
      Shown by HAEDYN RICHARDSON

6th  PECAN HOLLOWS ANTONIOS LUCIA
      Shown by HARPER ROUSE
Class 53 YOUTH SPECIAL NEEDS EXHIBITING A MARE OR GELDING
Number in class 1

CHAMPION DIAMOND S THIS LITTLE LITE OF MINE
Shown by SHAWN RUSHING

Class 54 AMATEUR COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING - LEVEL 1
Number in class 4

CHAMPION GRAHAMS VALENTINO
Shown by VALENTINA LYKKEN

RESERVE TEXAS ANGELS GRANDS PRETTY AWESOME
Shown by STEFANI DOOLING

3rd FIRST KNIGHTS LEGENDARY ICON
Shown by STEPHANI PAPPAS

4th LASSIC VIEWS CLOUDY STORM
Shown by JACQUELINE CHANDLER

Class 55 AMATEUR COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING - LEVEL 2
Number in class 9

CHAMPION CHERRYVILLE MAJICS WARLOCK
Shown by LEIGH MURRAY
RESERVE  AFTERNOONS DELIGHT DANDYKINGSPRINCE
Shown by NATALIE BERGLUND

3rd  ARISTOCRATIC REGAL QUEEN
Shown by MARY COLLINGS

4th  BAR NS FULL MOON FANDANGO
Shown by HEATHER RICHARDSON

5th  JF GIZMOS VICTORY
Shown by MARIXI MALEK

6th  TEXAS ANGELS GRAND ILLUSION
Shown by SUSAN STUART

7th  LR PHANTOMS SECRET STORM
Shown by LAUREN GREAVES

8th  MERCEDES DREAM RUNNER
Shown by MARGAUX MALEK

9th  I AM A PISTOL PACKIN PRIMA DONNA
Shown by TARYN WRIGHT MURPHY

Class 56 YOUTH REINSMANSHIP - 8-18 YEARS
Number in class  4

CHAMPION  HCM WAR PAINTS INDEPENDENCE BAY
Shown by SOPHIA SACHTELLEN

RESERVE  MOUNTAIN MEADOWS TYMERS TROOPER
    Shown by KYLIE CHAMBERS

3rd  SILVERLEAF LITTLE ROJO AMIGO
    Shown by LUCY DROLESKEY

4th  LA VISTA ALLURE BY MG
    Shown by SYDNEY GROSKLAGS

Class 57 AMATEUR JUNIOR GELDINGS - LEVEL 1
Number in class 1

CHAMPION  JSW VOO DOO SENSATION
    Shown by SHAWNA KIRCHMAN

Class 58 AMATEUR JUNIOR GELDINGS - LEVEL 2
Number in class 3

CHAMPION  WORLD OF MINIATURES BRAVOS CISCO
    Shown by MARILYN MEYER

RESERVE  OLYMPIAN COUNTRY'S SHADOW DANCER
    Shown by JAN NUCKOLLS

3rd  CTR DARE TO BE A HERO
    Shown by JANET MATZNER
Class 60 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED JUNIOR GELDINGS - LEVEL 2

Number in class 2

CHAMPION  OLYMPIAN COUNTRY'S SHADOW DANCER
Shown by JAN NUCKOLLS

RESERVE  CTR DARE TO BE A HERO
Shown by JANET MATZNER

Class 61 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING

Number in class 6

CHAMPION  ALLIANCE TAITTINGER
Shown by REBECCA KACHURIK

RESERVE  A BAER CREEKS ROCKYS BLAZE OF GLORY
Shown by JAN NUCKOLLS

3rd  JSW PRIME OUTLAW
Shown by MARIE POWELL

4th  ERL RANDOM REVENGE
Shown by LOREN GOTTFRIED

5th  LIBERTYS TENDER REDI
Shown by DEB OWEN
6th AT LAST EXTRAVAGANCE
Shown by HEATHER RICHARDSON

Class 62 YOUTH OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING
Number in class 3

CHAMPION ALLIANCE TAITTINGER
Shown by JOE KACHURIAK

RESERVE MOUNTAIN MEADOWS TYMERS TROOPER
Shown by KYLIE CHAMBERS

3rd AT LAST EXTRAVAGANCE
Shown by HAEDYN RICHARDSON

Class 63 GRAND CHAMPION & RESERVE AMATEUR MARE

REGIONAL
GRAND
CHAMPION WORLD OF MINIATURES DIXIE CALISTO
Owned by LEIGH OR JAMIE MURRAY

RESERVE
GRAND
CHAMPION DVM SHEZNYTRELY TROU
Owned by NICOLE PEARSELL
Class 64 GRAND CHAMPION & RESERVE SENIOR MARE

REGIONAL
GRAND
CHAMPION WORLD OF MINIATURES DIXIE CALISTO
Owned by LEIGH OR JAMIE MURRAY

RESERVE
GRAND
CHAMPION PANDORAS BOLEROS PHOEBE
Owned by LISA BERBERICH

Class 65 LIBERTY

Number in class 12

CHAMPION TX ANGELS INCENDIOS ICE MAN
Owned by REBECCA KACHURIAK OR SUSAN STUART

RESERVE DVM SHEZNYTRELY TROU
Owned by NICOLE PEARSALL

3rd TEXAS ANGELS GRAND ILLUSION
Owned by SUSAN STUART

4th ALLIANCE BUCK CRUSADER
Owned by BARBARA OR JOHN HIBBARD

5th INDIAN PEAKS LADY LUCK
Owned by JOHN OR JENNIFER BENNETT

6th PECAN HOLLows Boleros valentino
Owned by BECKY ARMSTRONG OR KRISTY NEWMAN

7th INDIAN PEAKS DARE TO BE A KNOCKOUT
Owned by JOHN OR JENNIFER BENNETT

8th I AM A PISTOL PACKIN PRIMA DONNA
Owned by TARYN OR TRAVIS MURPHY OR TRACI WRIGHT

9th SILVERLEAF DK TOUCH OF GLORY
Owned by ELIZABETH CONDER

10th SLF FIFTY SHADES OF GREY
Owned by MICHELLE MEACHAM OR VALENTINA LYKKEN

Class 66 Youth Halter Obstacle - 13-18 Years
Number in class 9

Champion
ALLIANCE BolerOSS TOMAS
Shown by LUCY DROLESKEY

Reserve
HCM War Paints INDependence Bay
Shown by SOPHIE SACHTLEBEN

3rd
FREEDOM Hill FARMS BUCKSkin JOE
Shown by CAYLEY STAPP
4th        ZEPHYR WOODS ICE ICE BABY
Shown by SADIE SACHTELEBEN

5th        BARB DESTINY'S OVER THE RAINBOW
Shown by KAMERON WELMA

6th        MOUNTAIN MEADOWS TYMERS TROOPER
Shown by KYLIE CHAMBERS

7th        WILD OAKS BLAZING HOT
Shown by KAMERON WELMA

8th        REDROCK C BLISSFULLY YOURS
Shown by HALEY SANDERS

9th        SILVERLEAF LITTLE ROJO AMIGO
Shown by LUCY DROLESKEY

Class 67 YOUTH HALTER OBSTACLE - 12 YEARS & UNDER
Number in class 11

CHAMPION    HCM WAR PAINTS INDEPENDENCE BAY
Shown by SHEPHERD SACHTELEBEN

RESERVE     ALLIANCE TAITTINGER
Shown by GRACIE KACHURIAK

3rd         ALLIANCE BOLEROS PABLO
Shown by GRACIE KACHURIAK

4th LA VISTA ALLURE BY MG
Shown by SYDNEY GROSKLAGS

5th ZEPHYR WOODS ICE ICE BABY
Shown by SHEPHERD SACHTLEBEN

6th ALL WRIGHT PEPPY PIPPIN
Shown by PAISLEE HAMPTON

7th BIGLEAPS SLICKS MAN OF HONOR
Shown by OLIVIA COLLINS

8th MERCEDES TRICK THAT
Shown by SYDNEY GROSKLAGS

9th ALBA HURSTS FAST N FURIOUS
Shown by VICTORIA KIRCHMAN

10th FIELDSTONES CHIEF CHARMING
Shown by MAKAYLA WAITE

Class 68 AMATEUR HALTER OBSTACLE
Number in class 27

CHAMPION I AM A PISTOL PACKIN PRIMA DONNA
Shown by TARYN WRIGHT MURPHY
RESERVE  ALLIANCE BOLEROS PABLO
Shown by EMILEE PLETT

3rd  MERCEDES TRICK SHOT
Shown by MARY WILSON

4th  FREEDOM HILL FARM DOUBLEDISTINCTION
Shown by JILLIAN HOLUB PACE

5th  HCM X CALIBERS TRIUMPH
Shown by FRANKLIN WILSON

6th  FIRST KNIGHT IN SHINING ARMOR
Shown by MARIXI MAE MALEK

7th  ALL WRIGHTS LITTLE PRINCE CHARming
Shown by TARYN WRIGHT MURPHY

8th  QUAIL CREEK KISS THIS
Shown by MARY WILSON

9th  HUNTERBERRY HILL IMPRESSIVE JUBILEE
Shown by LEEANN STICKER

10th  PR SAN JUAN CONDADO MYSTIQUE
Shown by WHITNEY FRANKS

Class 69 OPEN HALTER OBSTACLE
Number in class 15

CHAMPION  ALLIANCE TAITTINGER
            Owned by TIM OR REBECCA KACHURIAK

RESERVE   MERCEDES TRICK SHOT
            Owned by MARY WILSON

3rd        QUAIL CREEK KISS THIS
            Owned by MARY WILSON

4th        ALLIANCE BOLEROS TOMAS
            Owned by LUCY DROLESKEY

5th        JCW BUCKS BRONZED TO PERFECTION
            Owned by REBECCA J KELLEY

6th        FREEDOM HILL FARM DOUBLEDISTINCTION
            Owned by JILLIAN N HOLUB

7th        CONDERS BORN THIS WAY
            Owned by CAMMIE TRUESDELL

8th        ALL WRIGHTS LITTLE PRINCE CHARMIN
            Owned by MICHAEL OR TRACI OR TARYN WRIGHT

9th        ALL WRIGHT PEPPY PIPPIN
            Owned by MICHAEL OR TRACI WRIGHT
10th       HCM X CALIBERS TRIUMPH  
            Owned by MARY OR FRANKLIN WILSON

Class 70 AMATEUR VERSATILITY  
Number in class 5

CHAMPION       BAR NS FULL MOON FANDANGO  
                Shown by HEATHER RICHARDSON

RESERVE       JSW PRIME OUTLAW  
                Shown by MARIE POWELL

3rd       INDIAN PEAKS TALKIN BEAUCOUP BUCKS  
            Shown by JACOB BENNETT

4th       MERCEDES PRIZE TRICK  
            Shown by AL BULGAWICZ

5th       CONDERS BORN THIS WAY  
            Shown by CAMMIE TRUESDELL

Class 71 THREE & FOUR-YEAR-OLD CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING  
Number in class 6

CHAMPION       7S NASHVILLES RUBIES AND GOLD  
                Owned by MICHAEL OR TRACI WRIGHT OR TARYN WRIGHT MURPHY

RESERVE       APPLECREEKS DIAMOND IN THE BUFF
3rd  ARISTOCRATIC WHISTLEJACKET  
Owned by MICHAEL OR MARY COLLINGS

4th  HUNTERBERRY HILL IMPRESSIVE JUBILEE  
Owned by LEEANN STICKER

5th  INDIAN PEAKS TALKIN BEAUCOUP BUCKS  
Owned by JOHN OR JENNIFER BENNETT

6th  TEXAS ANGELS CHICOS TIO ROJO  
Owned by TIM OR REBECCA KACHURIAK

Class 72 COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING MARES  
Number in class 2

CHAMPION  ARISTOCRATIC REGAL QUEEN  
Owned by MICHAEL OR MARY COLLINGS

RESERVE  I AM A PISTOL PACKIN PRIMA DONNA  
Owned by TARYN OR TRAVIS MURPHY OR TRACI WRIGHT

Class 73 AMATEUR STOCK-TYPE GELDINGS  
Number in class 12

CHAMPION  FIRST KNIGHTS LEGENDARY ICON  
Shown by STEPHANI PAPPAS
RESERVE        RFM GENESES VIKING KING
            Shown by SAMANTHA EARLS

3rd            WINNING STREKS MR MISTER
            Shown by JUDY STRINGER

4th            FIRST KNIGHT IN SHINING ARMOR
            Shown by MARIXI MAE MALEK

5th            MERCEDES DREAM RUNNER
            Shown by MARGAUX MALEK

6th            CONDERS BORN THIS WAY
            Shown by CAMMIE TRUESDELL

7th            ALLIANCE BOLEROS PABLO
            Shown by EMILEE PLETT

8th            LIBERTYS TENDER REDI
            Shown by LINDA LINSE

9th            EL DIAMOND K TEXAS INDEPENDANCE
            Shown by TANA FOWLER

10th           TEXAS ANGELS GRANDS PRETTY AWESOME
            Shown by STEFANI DOOLING

Class 74 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED STOCK-TYPE GELDINGS
Number in class  5
CHAMPION  RFM GENESES VIKING KING
Shown by SAMANTHA EARLS

RESERVE  ALLIANCE TAITTINGER
Shown by REBECCA KACHURIAK

3rd  WINNING STREAKS MR MISTER
Shown by JUDY STRINGER

4th  LIBERTYS TENDER REDI
Shown by LINDA LINSE

5th  BAR NS FULL MOON FANDANGO
Shown by HEATHER RICHARDSON

Class 75 AMATEUR SENIOR GELDINGS - LEVEL 1 - OVER 30" TO 34"
Number in class  5

CHAMPION  RAYVIK PHARAOHS TIME TO BOOGIE
Shown by LEE EARLS

RESERVE  JSW EPICS SKY HAWKK
Shown by SHAWNA KIRCHMAN

3rd  FIRST KNIGHT KR REVENGE
Shown by TANA FOWLER

4th  TEXAS ANGELS CHICOS UNCLE RICO
Shown by EVA WALTHALL

5th  ERL RANDOM REVENGE
     Shown by LOREN GOTTFRIED

Class 76 AMATEUR SENIOR GELDINGS - LEVEL 1 - 30" & UNDER

Number in class  2

CHAMPION  STR OH SO MANY SHADES OF GRAY
     Shown by JUDY STRINGER

RESERVE  ALLIANCE EXCALIBER
     Shown by HEATHER RICHARDSON

Class 77 AMATEUR SENIOR GELDINGS - LEVEL 2 - OVER 30" TO 34"

Number in class  9

CHAMPION  CHERRYVILLE MAJICS WARLOCK
     Shown by LEIGH MURRAY

RESERVE  RAYVIK PHARAOHS TIME TO BOOGIE
     Shown by SAMANTHA EARLS

3rd  IMPRINT KINGS VELVET RENEGADE
     Shown by STEPHANI PAPPAS

4th  MERCEDES TRICK THAT
     Shown by BRIDGET YATES
5th       TX ANGELS INCENDIOS ICE MAN
Shown by SUSAN STUART

6th       MACALLAN AN
Shown by RAYMOND POPE

7th       MERCEDES PRIZE TRICK
Shown by AL BULGAWICZ

8th       INDIAN PEAKS TALKIN BEAUCOUP BUCKS
Shown by JENNIFER BENNETT

9th       POCO DE ORO PEPITOS PICASSO
Shown by BARBARA HIBBARD

Class 79 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED SENIOR GELDINGS - LEVEL 1
Number in class  1

CHAMPION       RAYVIK PHARAOHS TIME TO BOOGIE
Shown by LEE EARLS

Class 80 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED SENIOR GELDINGS - LEVEL 2
Number in class  3

CHAMPION       RAYVIK PHARAOHS TIME TO BOOGIE
Shown by SAMANTHA EARLS

RESERVE       JSW PRIME OUTLAW
Shown by MARIE POWELL
3rd MACALLAN AN
Shown by RAYMOND POPE

Class 82 YOUTH VERSATILITY - 12 YEARS & UNDER
Number in class  5

CHAMPION LA VISTA ALLURE BY MG
Shown by SYDNEY GROSKLAGS

RESERVE ALBA HURSTS FAST N FURIOUS
Shown by VICTORIA KIRCHMAN

3rd MOUNTAIN MEADOWS TYMERS TROOPER
Shown by PAISLEE HAMPTON

Class 83 COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING STALLIONS
Number in class  5

CHAMPION ROWAN CREEK HEART OF A TRAMP
Owned by AMANDA & JOSEPH BENTON

RESERVE CLASSIC VIEWS STORMY BUCK
Owned by RON OR KIM CLOUGH

3rd GRAHAMS VALENTINO
Owned by VALENTINA LYKKEN

4th LR PHANTOMS SECRET STORM
Owned by LAUREN OR TONY GREAVES

5th PHR COUNTRY STRONG
Owned by DEBRA EMERY

Class 84 OPEN STOCK-TYPE GELDINGS
Number in class  7

CHAMPION RFM GENESES VIKING KING
Owned by SAMANTHA EARLS

RESERVE FIRST KNIGHTS LEGENDARY ICON
Owned by S PAPPAS OR E DAVIS OR K SELINSKI

3rd WINNING STREAKS MR MISTER
Owned by GREG OR JUDY STRINGER

4th CONDERS BORN THIS WAY
Owned by CAMMIE TRUESDELL

5th LIBERTYS TENDER REDI
 Owned by LINDA LINSE OR DEB OWEN

6th EL DIAMOND K TEXAS INDEPENDANCE
Owned by TANA FOWLER OR WENDY SOWARDS

7th PECAN HOLLOWS BOLEROS VALENTINO
Owned by BECKY ARMSTRONG OR KRISTY NEWMAN
Class 85 SENIOR GELDINGS - OVER 32" TO 34"
Number in class  8

CHAMPION  CHERRYVILLE MAJICS WARLOCK
Owned by LEIGH OR JAMIE MURRAY

RESERVE   HOPKINS CARDINAL SIN
Owned by IAN OR SHANA FUCHS

3rd        IMPRINT KINGS VELVET RENEGADE
Owned by STEPHANI OR KC PAPPAS OR DOMINIQUE JONES

4th        JSW EPICS SKY HAWKK
Owned by SHAWNA D KIRCHMAN

5th        INDIAN PEAKS TALKIN BEAUCOUPE BUCKS
Owned by OR JENNIFER BENNETT

6th        TX ANGELS INCENDIOS ICE MAN
 Owned by REBECCA KACHURIK OR SUSAN STUART

7th        MERCEDES PRIZE TRICK
Owned by AL & SUSAN BULGAWICZ

8th        SILVERLEAF LITTLE ROJO AMIGO
Owned by Lucy Drolesky

Class 86 SENIOR GELDINGS - OVER 30" TO 32"
Number in class  4

CHAMPION  GRENADIES CLASSIC PRINCE
Owned by SUZANNAH SACHTLEBEN

RESERVE  RAYVIK PHARAOHS TIME TO BOOGIE
Owned by SAMANTHA OR LEE EARLS

3rd  FIRST KNIGHT KR REVENGE
Owned by TANA FOWLER

4th  TEXAS ANGELS GRAND ILLUSION
Owned by SUSAN STUART

Class 87 SENIOR GELDINGS - 30" & UNDER
Number in class  1

CHAMPION  STR OH SO MANY SHADES OF GRAY
Owned by JUDY OR GREG STRINGER

Class 90 LADIES SINGLE PLEASURE DRIVING
Number in class  3

CHAMPION  LYM'RICKS IRRESISTIBLE FORCE
Owned by LAUREN OR TONY GREAVES

RESERVE  CEDAR CREEKS A WHOLE LOT OF LOVIN
Owned by DEBRA EMERY

3rd  ASH CREEK 20 20 VISION
Owned by HEIDI CAETANO

Class 91 YOUTH ROADSTER - 12 YEARS & UNDER
Number in class 1

CHAMPION  TEXAS ANGELS GRANDS PRETTY AWESOME
Shown by GRACIE KachuR𝑖aK

Class 92 YOUTH ROADSTER - 13-18 YEARS
Number in class 5

CHAMPION  LYMRICTS IRRESISTIBLE FORCE
Shown by KAMERON WELMA

RESERVE  ASH CREEK 20 20 VISION
Shown by HALEY SANDERS

3rd  BAR NS FULL MOON FANDANGO
Shown by AVERY RICHARDSON

4th  MOUNTAIN MEADOWS TYMERS TROOPER
Shown by KYLIE CHAMBERS

5th  ALLIANCE EXCALIBER
Class 94 TWO YEAR OLD MARES - OVER 31" TO 33"
Number in class  4

CHAMPION  INDIAN PEAKS DARE TO BE A KNOCKOUT
Owned by JOHN OR JENNIFER BENNETT

RESERVE  DVM SHEZNYTRELY TROU
Owned by NICOLE PEARSALL

3rd  ALLIANCE BOLEROS BONITA
Owned by KIM SHAWYER

4th  DVM TROU MISS JULIETTE BLUE
Owned by NICOLE OR RICHARD PEARSALL OR ELAINE BUCHANAN

Class 95 TWO-YEAR-OLD MARES - OVER 29" TO 31"
Number in class  1

CHAMPION  WORLD OF MINIATURES BRAVOS TIFFANY
Owned by KC PAPPAS OR STEPHANI PAPPAS

Class 97 YOUTH OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED SINGLE PLEASURE DRIVING
Number in class  1

CHAMPION  ALLIANCE BOLEROS TOMAS
Shown by LUCY DROLESKEY
Class 98 YOUTH PLEASURE DRIVING - 7 YEARS & UNDER

Number in class 3

CHAMPION LA VISTA ALLURE BY MG
  Shown by MAKAYLA WAITE

RESERVE ALLIANCE TAITTINGER
  Shown by JOE KACHURIAK

3rd MOUNTAIN MEADOWS TYMERS TROOPER
  Shown by PAISLEE HAMPTON

Class 99 YEARLING MARES - OVER 30" TO 32"

Number in class 10

CHAMPION INDIAN PEAKS DARES EXTREME DREAM
  Owned by JOHN OR JENNIFER BENNETT

RESERVE LM IDOLS DANIELYNN
  Owned by TARAH HANNES OR JANET KING OR MIKE BUERKLEY

3rd CCMR SPS CATALINA
  Owned by DEBRA EMERY

4th PECAN HOLLOWS ANTONIOS LILIANA
  Owned by MICHAEL BRANDT OR EMILEE PLETT

5th POCO DE ORO MAYBES BORN TO REIGN
Owned by BRUCE OR PAT PROCTOR

6th  LM IDOLS MISS KITTY KAT HAWK
Owned by DEBRA EMERY

7th  CCMR SPS JETTA
Owned by DEBRA EMERY

8th  DIAMOND S SLICK BUTTON UP
Owned by BRANDY SPICER

9th  LM IDOLS ELUSIVE HAWK
Owned by DEBBIE EMERY

10th DIAMOND S THAT A LOADED TEA
Owned by BRANDY SPICER

Class 100 YEARLING MARES - OVER 28" TO 30"

Number in class  3

CHAMPION  SCOTT CREEK SIGNATURE LUNA
Owned by JOANNE OR LARRY ROSS

RESERVE  PECAN HOLLOWS ANTONIOS BIANCA
Owned by MICHAEL BRANDT OR EMILEE PLETT

3rd STR TRIPLE MOTIONS PINK CHAMPAGNE
Owned by GREG OR JUDY STRINGER
Class 101 YEARLING MARES - 28" & UNDER

Number in class 3

CHAMPION  WORLD OF MINIATURES BRAVOS AMORE
Owned by JEREMY OR LINDY HAYNES

RESERVE  PANDORAS BOLEROS CARTIER
Owned by LISA BERBERICH

3rd  LITTLE AMERICAS PQ JUST PERFECTION
Owned by TONY OR CAROL GREAVES

Class 104 COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING GELDINGS

Number in class 6

CHAMPION  CHERRYVILLE MAJICS WARLOCK
Owned by LEIGH OR JAMIE MURRAY

RESERVE  AFTERNOONS DELIGHT DANDYKINGSPRINCE
Owned by DEBORAH PALMER OR AUSTIN BERGLUND

3rd  TEXAS ANGELS GRAND ILLUSION
Owned by SUSAN STUART

4th  SILVERLEAF LITTLE ROJO AMIGO
Owned by LUCY DROLESKY

5th  CLASSIC VIEWS CLOUDY STORM
Owned by JACQUELINE S CHANDLER
6th        SLF FIFTY SHADES OF GREY  
Owned by MICHELLE MEACHAM OR VALENTINA LYKKEN  

Class 106 YOUTH EXHIBITING A JUNIOR MARE - 7 YEARS & UNDER  
Number in class  4  

CHAMPION       WORLD OF MINIATURES BRAVOS AMORE  
Shown by ELISE HAYNES  

RESERVE         CRMH DREAMING ANGEL  
Shown by OLIVIA COLLINS  

3rd         WORLD OF MINIATURES ARIEL CALISTO  
Shown by MAKAYLA WAITE  

4th         DIAMOND S SLICK BUTTON UP  
Shown by SHAWN RUSHING  

Class 107 YOUTH EXHIBITING A JUNIOR MARE - 8-12 YEARS  
Number in class  4  

CHAMPION         PECAN HOLLOWS ANTONIOS LILIANA  
Shown by GRACIE KACHURIAK  

RESERVE         PECAN HOLLOWS ANTONIOS BIANCA  
Shown by HARPER ROUSE  

3rd         JSW PRIME TIME FEARLESS LOVE
Shown by VICTORIA KIRCHMAN

4th  WORLD OF MINIATURES ARIEL CALISTO  
    Shown by SYDNEY GROSGLAGS

Class 108 YOUTH EXHIBITING A JUNIOR MARE - 13-18 YEARS  
Number in class  4

CHAMPION  WORLD OF MINIATURES BRAVOS TIFFANY  
    Shown by SOPHIE SACHTLEBEN

RESERVE  DIAMOND S SLICK BUTTON UP  
    Shown by CALEB SPICER

3rd  STR TRIPLE MOTIONS PINK CHAMPAGNE  
    Shown by ZACH ZEHENTNER

4th  LITTLE AMERICAS PQ JUST PERFECTION  
    Shown by KAMERON WELMA

Class 109 CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING - 32" & UNDER  
Number in class  5

CHAMPION  GRENADES CLASSIC PRINCE  
    Owned by SUZANNAH SACHTLEBEN

RESERVE  HOPKINS GOLDEN IMAGE  
    Owned by SHAWN HESTER/LESSEE
3rd        A BAER CREEKS ROCKYS BLAZE OF GLORY  
                Owned by JAN C NUCKOLLS

4th        VERSATILITY FARMS DANCE OF THEEAGLE  
                Owned by RHONDA DE LOS SANTOS

5th        FIRST KNIGHT KR REVENGE  
                Owned by TANA FOWLER

Class 110 CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING - OVER 32" TO 34"
Number in class 12

CHAMPION        STARS THEE IDOL  
                Owned by JONATHAN WHITT/LESSEE

RESERVE        FIRST KNIGHT IN SHINING ARMOR  
                Owned by MARIXI MALEK/LESSEE

3rd        TX ANGELS INCENDIOS ICE MAN  
                Owned by REBECCA KACHURIAK OR SUSAN STUART

4th        JCW BUCKS BRONZED TO PERFECTION  
                Owned by REBECCA J KELLEY

5th        APPLECREEKS DIAMOND IN THE BUFF  
                Owned by ELIZABETH OR JERRY ELLIS

6th        ERL RANDOM REVENGE  
                Owned by CHRISTOPHER GIBSON
7th        MERCEDES PRIZE TRICK  
Owned by AL OR SUSAN BULGAWICZ

8th        REDROCK LOTS O SPOTS  
Owned by JANE L WAGNER & LUCILLE KUSLUCK

9th        PECAN HOLLOWS BOLEROS VALENTINO  
Owned by BECKY ARMSTRONG OR KRISTY NEWMAN

10th       OAK BAY ROGUE VALLEY EDITION  
Owned by MARY OR FRANKLIN WILSON

Class 112 YOUTH EXHIBITING A JUNIOR GELDING - 8-12 YEARS  
Number in class  1

CHAMPION    JSW VOO DOO SENSATION  
Shown by VICTORIA KIRCHMAN

Class 114 YOUTH OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITING GELDINGS - 18 YEARS & UNDER  
Number in class  4

CHAMPION    PECAN HOLLOWS BOLEROS DANTE  
Shown by KAMERON WELMA

RESERVE     SILVERLEAF LITTLE ROJO AMIGO  
Shown by LUCY DROLESKEY

3rd         STR OH SO MANY SHADES OF GRAY
Shown by ZACH ZEHENTNER

4th        FREEDOM HILL FARMS BUCKSKIN JOE
Shown by CAYLEY STAPP

Class 115 GENTLEMENS COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING
Number in class  5

CHAMPION      JF GIZMOS VICTORY
Owned by MARIXI MAE & MARGAUX MALEK

RESERVE       PHR COUNTRY STRONG
 Owned by DEBRA EMERY

3rd         CLASSIC VIEWS STORMY BUCK
Owned by RON OR KIM CLOUGH

4th         ROWAN CREEK HEART OF A TRAMP
Owned by AMANDA & JOSEPH BENTON

Class 116 SINGLE PLEASURE DRIVING - 32" & UNDER
Number in class  1

CHAMPION     LLYMRICKS IRRESISTIBLE FORCE
 Owned by LAUREN OR TONY GREAVES

Class 117 SINGLE PLEASURE DRIVING - OVER 32" TO 34"
Number in class  3
CHAMPION  CEDAR CREEKS A WHOLE LOT OF LOVIN  
Owned by DEBRA EMERY

RESERVE  ROWAN CREEK MYSTIC MOON  
Owned by AMANDA BENTON

3rd  ASH CREEK 20 20 VISION  
Owned by HEIDI CAETANO

Class 119 ADULT SHOWMANSHIP  
Number in class  5

CHAMPION  BRIDGET YATES  
Showing MERCEDES TRICK THAT

RESERVE  JILLIAN HOLUB PACE  
Showing FREEDOM HILL FARM DOUBLEDISTINCTION

3rd  LAUREN GREAVES  
Showing LR PHANTOMS SECRET STORM

4th  MARIXI MAE MALEK  
Showing FIRST KNIGHT IN SHINING ARMOR

5th  CAMMIE TRUESDELL  
Showing CONDERS BORN THIS WAY

Class 120 AMATEUR SHOWMANSHIP  
Number in class 13
CHAMPION  JILLIAN HOLUB PACE
Showing FREEDOM HILL FARM DOUBLEDISTINCTION

RESERVE  REBECCA KACHURIAK
Showing ALLIANCE TAITTINGER

3rd  BRIDGET YATES
Showing LA VISTA ALLURE BY MG

4th  TRACI WRIGHT
Showing ALL WRIGHT PEPPY PIPPIN

5th  MARGAUX MALEK
Showing FIELDSTONES CHIEF CHARMING

6th  TARYN WRIGHT MURPHY
Showing ALL WRIGHTS LITTLE PRINCE CHARMING

7th  HEATHER RICHARDSON
Showing BAR NS FULL MOON FANDANGO

8th  MARIXI MAE MALEK
Showing JF GIZMOS VICTORY

9th  LAUREN GREAVES
Showing LR PHANTOMS SECRET STORM

10th  EMILEE PLETT
Showing ALLIANCE BOLEROS PABLO

Class 122 YOUTH COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING - 8-12 YEARS
Number in class  2

CHAMPION  HOPKINS CARDINAL SIN
          Shown by GRACIE KACHURIAK

RESERVE   HCM WAR PAINTS INDEPENDENCE BAY
          Shown by SHEPHERD SACHTLEBEN

Class 123 YOUTH COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING - 13-18 YEARS
Number in class  4

CHAMPION  SILVERLEAF LITTLE ROJO AMIGO
          Shown by LUCY DROLESKEY

RESERVE   CLASSIC VIEWS STORMY BUCK
          Shown by HALEY SANDERS

3rd        BAR NS FULL MOON FANDANGO
          Shown by AVERY RICHARDSON

4th        HCM WAR PAINTS INDEPENDENCE BAY
          Shown by SOPHIE SACHTLEBEN

Class 124 WEANLING & YEARLING GELDINGS
Number in class  1
CHAMPION  WORLD OF MINIATURES BRAVOS CISCO
Owned by ERIC OR MARILYN MEYER OR MIKE OR ALLISON ROSAUER

Class 125 TWO-YEAR-OLD GELDINGS
Number in class  3

CHAMPION  JSW VOO DOO SENSATION
Owned by SHAWNA & VICTORIA KIRCHMAN

RESERVE   CTR DARE TO BE A HERO
Owned by JANET K MATZNER

Class 126 OPEN ROADSTER
Number in class  3

CHAMPION  CEDAR CREEKS A WHOLE LOT OF LOVIN
Owned by DEBRA EMERY

RESERVE   ASH CREEK 20 20 VISION
Owned by HEIDI CAETANO

3rd        ROWAN CREEK MYSTIC MOON
Owned by AMANDA BENTON

Class 128 AMATEUR CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING - LEVEL 1
Number in class 11

CHAMPION  HUNTERBERRY HILL IMPRESSIVE JUBILEE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Horse Name</th>
<th>Shown by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RESERVE</td>
<td>HOPKINS GOLDEN IMAGE</td>
<td>SHAWN HESTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>A BAER CREEKS ROCKYS BLAZE OF GLORY</td>
<td>JAN NUCKOLLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td>ERL RANDOM REVENGE</td>
<td>LOREN GOTTFRIED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th</td>
<td>APPLECREEKS DIAMOND IN THE BUFF</td>
<td>ELIZABETH ELLIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th</td>
<td>INDIAN PEAKS TALKIN BEAUCOUPE BUCKS</td>
<td>JACOB BENNETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th</td>
<td>CONDERS BORN THIS WAY</td>
<td>CAMMIE TRUESDELL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th</td>
<td>ZEPHYR WOODS ICE ICE BABY</td>
<td>KAREN MCADEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th</td>
<td>PR SAN JUAN CONDADO MYSTIQUE</td>
<td>WHITNEY FRANKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th</td>
<td>PECAN HOLLOWS BOLEROS VALENTINO</td>
<td>BECKY ARMSTRONG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Class 129 AMATEUR CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING - LEVEL 2

Number in class 11

CHAMPION FIRST KNIGHT IN SHINING ARMOR
Shown by MARIXI MAE MALEK

RESERVE TX ANGELS INCENDIOS ICE MAN
Shown by SUSAN STUART

3rd LA VISTA ALLURE BY MG
Shown by BRIDGET YATES

4th 7S NASHVILLES RUBIES AND GOLD
Shown by TRACI WRIGHT

5th JSW PRIME OUTLAW
Shown by MARIE POWELL

6th REDROCK LOTS O SPOTS
Shown by JANE WAGNER

7th MERCEDES PRIZE TRICK
Shown by AL BULGAWICZ

8th ALLIANCE EXCALIBER
Shown by HEATHER RICHARDSON

9th OAK BAY ROGUE VALLEY EDITION
Shown by FRANKLIN WILSON
10th

JCW BUCKS BRONZED TO PERFECTION

Shown by REBECCA KELLEY

Class 130 GRAND CHAMPION & RESERVE AMATEUR GELDING

REGIONAL

GRAND

CHAMPION  JSW VOO DOO SENSATION

Owned by SHAWNA & VICTORIA KIRCHMAN

RESERVE

GRAND

CHAMPION  CHERRYVILLE MAJICS WARLOCK

Owned by LEIGH OR JAMIE MURRAY

Class 131 GRAND CHAMPION & RESERVE JUNIOR GELDING

REGIONAL

GRAND

CHAMPION  WORLD OF MINIATURES BRAVOS CISCO

Owned by ERIC OR MARILYN MEYER OR MIKE OR ALLISON ROSAUER

RESERVE

GRAND

CHAMPION  JSW VOO DOO SENSATION

Owned by SHAWNA & VICTORIA KIRCHMAN

Class 132 GRAND CHAMPION & RESERVE SENIOR GELDING
REGIONAL
GRAND
CHAMPION  CHERRYVILLE MAJICS WARLOCK
  Owned by LEIGH OR JAMIE MURRAY

RESERVE
GRAND
CHAMPION  HOPKINS CARDINAL SIN
  Owned by IAN OR SHANA FUCHS

Class 133 GRAND CHAMPION & RESERVE JUNIOR MARE

REGIONAL
GRAND
CHAMPION  INDIAN PEAKS DARES EXTREME DREAM
  Owned by JOHN OR JENNIFER BENNETT

RESERVE
GRAND
CHAMPION  SCOTT CREEK SIGNATURE LUNA
  Owned by JOANNE OR LARRY ROSS

Class 134 YOUTH HUNTER - 13-18 YEARS
Number in class 12

CHAMPION  BAR NS FULL MOON FANDANGO
  Shown by AVERY RICHARDSON
RESERVE  ALLIANCE BOLEROS TOMAS
Shown by LUCY DROLESKEY

3rd   HCM WAR PAINTS INDEPENDENCE BAY
Shown by SOPHIE SACHTLEBEN

4th   ZEPHYR WOODS ICE ICE BABY
Shown by SADIE SACHTLEBEN

5th   TEXAS ANGELS GRAND ILLUSION
Shown by HALEY SANDERS

6th   MOUNTAIN MEADOWS TYMERS TROOPER
Shown by KYLIE CHAMBERS

7th   WCF PRINCE WILLIAM
Shown by KYLIE CHAMBERS

8th   SILVERLEAF LITTLE ROJO AMIGO
Shown by LUCY DROLESKEY

9th   PECAN HOLLOWS BOLEROS VALENTINO
Shown by LUCY DROLESKEY

10th  ALLIANCE EXCALIBER
Shown by HAEDYN RICHARDSON

Class 135 YOUTH HUNTER - 12 & UNDER
Number in class 12

CHAMPION  BIGLEAPS SLICKS MAN OF HONOR
Shown by OLIVIA COLLINS

RESERVE   MERCEDES TRICK THAT
Shown by SYDNEY GROSKLAGS

3rd      ALLIANCE BOLEROS PABLO
Shown by GRACIE KACHURIAK

4th      LA VISTA ALLURE BY MG
Shown by SYDNEY GROSKLAGS

5th      ALLIANCE TAITTINGER
Shown by GRACIE KACHURIAK

6th      HCM WAR PAINTS INDEPENDENCE BAY
Shown by SHEPHERD SACHTLEBEN

7th      ALBA HURSTS FAST N FURIOUS
Shown by VICTORIA KIRCHMAN

8th      ZEPHYR WOODS ICE ICE BABY
Shown by SHEPHERD SACHTLEBEN

9th      JSW PRIME TIMES SIMPLY GORGEOUS
Shown by VICTORIA KIRCHMAN
10th  FIELDSTONES CHIEF CHARMING

Shown by MAKAYLA WAITE

Class 136 AMATEUR HUNTER

Number in class 27

CHAMPION  BAR NS FULL MOON FANDANGO

Shown by HEATHER RICHARDSON

RESERVE  FIRST KNIGHTS LEGENDARY ICON

Shown by STEPHANI PAPPAS

3rd  FREEDOM HILL FARM DOUBLEDISTINCTION

Shown by JILLIAN HOLUB PACE

4th  ALLIANCE BOLEROS PABLO

Shown by EMILEE PLETT

5th  ALLIANCE TAITTINGER

Shown by REBECCA KACHURIAK

6th  CONDERS BORN THIS WAY

Shown by CAMMIE TRUESDELL

7th  JSW PRIME OUTLAW

Shown by MARIE POWELL

8th  JF GIZMOS VICTORY

Shown by MARIXI MAE MALEK
9th  FIELDSTONES CHIEF CHARMING
    Shown by MARGAUX MALEK

10th  MERCEDES TRICKIN WITH YOUR DREAMS
    Shown by MARIE POWELL

Class 137 OPEN HUNTER
Number in class 19

CHAMPION  FIRST KNIGHTS LEGENDARY ICON
    Owned by S PAPPAS OR E DAVIS OR K SELINSKI

RESERVE  FIRST KNIGHT IN SHINING ARMOR
    Owned by MARIXI MALEK/LESSEE

3rd  FREEDOM HILL FARM DOUBLEDISTINCTION
    Owned by JILLIAN N HOLUB

4th  OAK BAY ROGUE VALLEY EDITION
    Owned by MARY OR FRANKLIN WILSON

5th  ALLIANCE BOLEROS TOMAS
    Owned by LUCY DROLESKEY

6th  CONDERS BORN THIS WAY
    Owned by CAMMIE TRUESDELL

7th  WCF PRINCE WILLIAM
Owned by MICHAEL OR TRACI WRIGHT OR TARYN WRIGHT

8th TEXAS ANGELS GRAND ILLUSION
Owned by SUSAN STUART

9th TX ANGELS INCENDIOS ICE MAN
Owned by REBECCA KACHURIAK OR SUSAN STUART

10th PECAN HOLLOWS BOLEROS VALENTINO
Owned by BECKY ARMSTRONG OR KRISTY NEWMAN

Class 139 YOUTH SINGLE PLEASURE DRIVING - 13-18 YEARS
Number in class 1

CHAMPION ROWAN CREEK MYSTIC MOON
Shown by HALEY SANDERS

Class 140 AMATEUR STOCK-TYPE STALLIONS
Number in class 3

CHAMPION LM IDOLS DUTCH BOY HAWK
Shown by SANDRA ROBERTS

RESERVE A BAER CREEKS ROCKYS BLAZE OF GLORY
Shown by JAN NUCKOLLS

3rd MYSTICMOON REBELS IMAGINETHATSPIRIT
Shown by BECKY ARMSTRONG
Class 141 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED STOCK-TYPE STALLIONS

Number in class  1

CHAMPION      A BAER CREEKS ROCKYS BLAZE OF GLORY
Shown by JAN NUCKOLLS

Class 142 AMATEUR SENIOR STALLIONS - LEVEL 1 - OVER 30" TO 34"

Number in class  2

CHAMPION      SILVERLEAF LADS LIBERTY
Shown by CAREN STAPP

RESERVE       TX ANGELS MAMAS PRIMER AMOR
Shown by STEFANI DOOLING

Class 143 AMATEUR SENIOR STALLIONS - LEVEL 1 - 30" & UNDER

Number in class  0

Class 145 AMATEUR SENIOR STALLIONS - LEVEL 2 - 30" & UNDER

Number in class  3

CHAMPION      LITTLE AMERICAS IDOLS PQ EL DORADO
Shown by TONY GREAVES

RESERVE       PIECE OF ME ANONYMOUS ENCOUNTER
Shown by SHAWN HESTER

3rd           REFLECTIONS IDOLIZE THIS STAR
Shown by BECKY ARMSTRONG
Class 146 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED SENIOR STALLIONS - LEVEL 1
Number in class 1

CHAMPION SILVERLEAF LADS LIBERTY
Shown by CAREN STAPP

Class 148 CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING GELDINGS
Number in class 11

CHAMPION STARS THEE IDOL
Owned by JONATHAN WHITT/LESSEE

RESERVE TX ANGELS INCENDIOS ICE MAN
Owned by REBECCA KACHURIK OR SUSAN STUART

3rd OAK BAY SALSAS ANDROMEDA
Owned by REBECCA KELLEY

4th ALLIANCE TAITTINGER
Owned by TIM OR REBECCA KACHURIK

5th OAK BAY ROGUE VALLEY EDITION
Owned by MARY OR FRANKLIN WILSON

6th ERL RANDOM REVENGE
Owned by CHRISTOPHER GIBSON

7th TEXAS ANGELS CHICOS TIO ROJO
8th CONDERS BORN THIS WAY
Owned by CAMMIE TRUESDELL

9th PECAN HOLLERS BOLEROS VALENTINO
Owned by BECKY ARMSTRONG OR KRISTY NEWMAN

10th MERCEDES PRIZE TRICK
Owned by AL OR SUSAN BULGAWICZ

Class 149 LADIES COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING
Number in class 8

CHAMPION CHERRYVILLE MAJICS WARLOCK
Owned by LEIGH OR JAMIE MURRAY

RESERVE FIRST KNIGHTS LEGENDARY ICON
Owned by S PAPPAS OR E DAVIS OR K SELINSKI

3rd ARISTOCRATIC REGAL QUEEN
Owned by MICHAEL OR MARY COLLINGS

4th HOPKINS CARDINAL SIN
Owned by IAN OR SHANA FUCHS

5th TEXAS ANGELS GRAND ILLUSION
Owned by SUSAN STUART
6th    AFTERNOONS DELIGHT DANDYKINGSPRINCE
      Owned by DEBORAH PALMER OR AUSTIN BERGLUND

7th    TEXAS ANGELS GRANDS PRETTY AWESOME
      Owned by LINDA & STEFANI DOOLING

8th    CLASSIC VIEWS CLOUDY STORM
      Owned by JACQUELINE S CHANDLER

Class 150 YOUTH COSTUME
Number in class  2

CHAMPION    MOUNTAIN MEADOWS TYMERS TROOPER
            Shown by KYLIE CHAMBERS

RESERVE    TEXAS ANGELS CHICOS UNCLE RICO
            Shown by ELIZABETH FRANKS

Class 151 GENTLEMENS ROADSTER
Number in class  2

CHAMPION    ASH CREEK 20 20 VISION
            Owned by HEIDI CAETANO

RESERVE    ROWAN CREEK MYSTIC MOON
            Owned by AMANDA BENTON

Class 152 SENIOR STALLIONS - 28" & UNDER
Number in class  3

CHAMPION  LITTLE AMERICAS IDOLS PQ EL DORADO
Owned by TONY OR CAROL GREAVES

RESERVE  PIECE OF ME ANONYMOUS ENCOUNTER
Owned by SHAWN HESTER

3rd  REFLECTIONS IDOLIZE THIS STAR
Owned by NANCY MITTEN OR BECKY ARMSTRONG

Class 154 SENIOR STALLIONS - OVER 30" TO 32"
Number in class  1

CHAMPION  ROWAN CREEK HEART OF A TRAMP
Owned by AMANDA & JOSEPH BENTON

Class 155 SENIOR STALLIONS - OVER 32" TO 34"
Number in class  2

CHAMPION  ALLIANCE BOLEROS INCENDIO
Owned by MIKE HLAVATOVC

RESERVE  ALLIANCE INCENDIOS TRIPLE THREAT
Owned by ZACHARY OR DEANA SMITH

Class 156 OPEN STOCK-TYPE STALLIONS
Number in class  4
CHAMPION  LM IDOLS DUTCH BOY HAWK
Owned by SANDRA G ROBERTS

RESERVE   TEN LS BUFFS DESTINY
Owned by DONNA TERRY

3rd       VERSATILITY FARMS DANCE OF THEEAGLE
Owned by RHONDA DE LOS SANTOS

4th       MYSTICMOON REBELS IMAGINETHATSPIRIT
Owned by NANCY MITTEN OR BECKY ARMSTRONG OR DEBRA MULLINS

Class 157 CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING MARES
Number in class  6

CHAMPION  JCW BUCKS BRONZED TO PERFECTION
Owned by REBECCA J KELLEY

RESERVE   HOPKINS GOLDEN IMAGE
Owned by SHAWN HESTER/LESSEE

3rd       APPLECREEKS DIAMOND IN THE BUFF
Owned by ELIZABETH OR JERRY ELLIS

4th       HUNTERBERRY HILL IMPRESSIVE JUBILEE
Owned by LEEANN STICKER

5th        7S NASHVILLES RUBIES AND GOLD
Owned by MICHAEL OR TRACI WRIGHT OR TARYN WRIGHT MURPHY
6th  ZEPHYR WOODS ICE ICE BABY
    Owned by KAREN MCADEN

Class 158 GENTLEMENS SINGLE PLEASURE DRIVING
Number in class  2

CHAMPION  ASH CREEK 20 20 VISION
    Owned by HEIDI CAETANO

RESERVE   ROWAN CREEK MYSTIC MOON
    Owned by AMANDA BENTON

Class 159 YOUTH SHOWMANSHIP - 7 YEARS & UNDER
Number in class  5

CHAMPION  PAISLEE HAMPTON
    Showing ALL WRIGHT PEPPY PIPPIN

RESERVE   MAKAYLA WAITE
    Showing LA VISTA ALLURE BY MG

3rd        OLIVIA COLLINS
    Showing BIGLEAPS SLICKS MAN OF HONOR

4th        JOE KACHURIAK
    Showing ALLIANCE TAITTINGER
5th        ELIZABETH FRANKS
            Showing TEXAS ANGELS CHICOS UNCLE RICO

Class 160 YOUTH SHOWMANSHIP - 8-12 YEARS
Number in class  4

CHAMPION    GRACIE KACHURIAK
            Showing ALLIANCE TAITTINGER

RESERVE     SYDNEY GROSKLAGS
            Showing LA VISTA ALLURE BY MG

3rd         SHEPHERD SACHTLEBEN
            Showing HCM WAR PAINTS INDEPENDENCE BAY

4th         VICTORIA KIRCHMAN
            Showing ALBA HURSTS FAST N FURIOUS

Class 161 YOUTH SHOWMANSHIP - 13-18 YEARS
Number in class  7

CHAMPION    SOPHIE SACHTLEBEN
            Showing HCM WAR PAINTS INDEPENDENCE BAY

RESERVE     CAYLEY STAPP
            Showing FREEDOM HILL FARMS BUCKSKIN JOE
3rd  HAEDYN RICHARDSON
Showing TEXAS ANGELS CHICOS TIO ROJO

4th  AVERY RICHARDSON
Showing BAR NS FULL MOON FANDANGO

5th  KAMERON WELMA
Showing BARB DESTINYS OVER THE RAINBOW

6th  SADIE SACHTLEBEN
Showing ZEPHYR WOODS ICE ICE BABY

7th  KYLIE CHAMBERS
Showing MOUNTAIN MEADOWS TYMERS TROOPER

Class 164 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING
Number in class  4

CHAMPION  BAR NS FULL MOON FANDANGO
Shown by HEATHER RICHARDSON

RESERVE   JSW CODE REDS DANDY VISION
Shown by KARLEEN BOYD

3rd  I AM A PISTOL PACKIN PRIMA DONNA
Shown by TARYN WRIGHT MURPHY
4th CLASSIC VIEWS CLOUDY STORM
Shown by JACQUELINE CHANDLER

Class 165 AMATEUR JUNIOR STALLION - LEVEL 1 - 30" & UNDER
Number in class  2

CHAMPION  LM IDOLS ALMIGHTY HAWK
Shown by DEBRA EMERY

RESERVE   LM IDOLS DOUBLE BLESSED
Shown by KAREN MCADEN

Class 166 AMATEUR JUNIOR STALLION - LEVEL 1 - OVER 30" TO 33"
Number in class  2

CHAMPION  WINNING STREAKS ICONIC LEGACY
Shown by LEE EARLS

RESERVE   BODACIOUS BUZZ LIGHTNING
Shown by KATHRYN FORBIS

Class 167 AMATEUR JUNIOR STALLIONS - LEVEL 2 - 30" & UNDER
Number in class  2

CHAMPION  FIRST KNIGHT STRIDERS BUCKSHOT
Shown by STEPHANI PAPPAS
RESERVE    LITTLE AMERICAS STERLING KING TUT
            Shown by TONY GREAVES

Class 168 AMATEUR JUNIOR STALLIONS - LEVEL 2 - OVER 30" TO 33"
Number in class  5

CHAMPION    DVM TROULY SUMWUN SPESHAL
            Shown by NICOLE PEARSELL

RESERVE    INDIAN PEAKS DARING DESPERADO
            Shown by JOHN BENNETT

3rd        WINNING STREAKS MAJESTIC LEGACY
            Shown by STEPHANI PAPPAS

4th        BONDES BOUNCIN B TANGOS ZUMBA
            Shown by RAYMOND POPE

5th        WINNING STREAKS ICONIC LEGACY
            Shown by SAMANTHA EARLS

Class 169 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED JUNIOR STALLIONS - LEVEL 1
Number in class  2

CHAMPION    WINNING STREAKS ICONIC LEGACY
            Shown by LEE EARLS
RESERVE  BODACIOUS BUZZ LIGHTNING
Shown by KATHRYN FORBIS

Class 170 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED JUNIOR STALLIONS - LEVEL 2
Number in class  1

CHAMPION  WINNING STREAKS ICONIC LEGACY
Shown by SAMANTHA EARLS

Class 171 AMATEUR SINGLE PLEASURE DRIVING - LEVEL 1
Number in class  1

CHAMPION  ASH CREEK 20 20 VISION
Shown by HEIDI CAETANO

Class 174 YOUTH EXHIBITING A SENIOR GELDING - 7 YEARS & UNDER
Number in class  6

CHAMPION  JSW EPICS SKY HAWKK
Shown by BRODY KIRCHMAN

RESERVE  BIGLEAPS SLICKS MAN OF HONOR
Shown by OLIVIA COLLINS

3rd  TEXAS ANGELS CHICOS UNCLE RICO
Shown by ELIZABETH FRANKS

4th  TEXAS ANGELS CHICOS TIO ROJO
     Shown by JOE KACHURIAK

5th  LA VISTA ALLURE BY MG
     Shown by MAKAYLA WAITE

6th  JF GIZMOS VICTORY
     Shown by ADDELIN SELINSKI

Class 175 YOUTH EXHIBITING A SENIOR GELDING - 8-12 YEARS
Number in class 4

CHAMPION  JSW EPICS SKY HAWKK
          Shown by BLAKE KIRCHMAN

RESERVE  HOPKINS CARDINAL SIN
          Shown by GRACIE KACHURIAK

3rd  FIRST KNIGHT KR REVENGE
     Shown by AARON BECKER

4th  LA VISTA ALLURE BY MG
     Shown by SYDNEY GROSGLAGS

Class 176 YOUTH EXHIBITING A SENIOR GELDING - 13-18 YEARS
Number in class 7

CHAMPION  PECAN HOLLOWs BOLEROS DANTE  
  Shown by KAMERON WELMA

RESERVE  GRENADES CLASSIC PRINCE  
  Shown by SOPHIE SACHTLEBEN

3rd  TX ANGELS INCENDIOS ICE MAN  
  Shown by HALEY SANDERS

4th  SILVERLEAF LITTLE ROJO AMIGO  
  Shown by LUCY DROLESKEY

5th  STR OH SO MANY SHADES OF GRAY  
  Shown by ZACH ZEHENTNER

6th  ALLIANCE EXCALIBER  
  Shown by HAEDYN RICHARDSON

7th  FREEDOM HILL FARMS BUCKSKIN JOE  
  Shown by CAYLEY STAPP

Class 177 YOUTH STOCK-TYPE GELDINGS

Number in class 8

CHAMPION ALLIANCE TAITTINGER  
  Shown by JOE KACHURIAK
RESERVE  RFM GENESES VIKING KING
Shown by ELI EARLS

3rd  WINNING STREAKS MR MISTER
Shown by ZACH ZEHENTNER

4th  BAR NS FULL MOON FANDANGO
Shown by AVERY RICHARDSON

5th  ALLIANCE BUCK CRUSADER
Shown by GRACIE KACHURIAK

6th  WILD OAKS BLAZING HOT
Shown by KAMERON WELMA

7th  EL DIAMOND K TEXAS INDEPENDANCE
Shown by AARON BECKER

8th  HCM WAR PAINTS INDEPENDENCE BAY
Shown by SOPHIE SACHTLEBEN

Class 179 CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING STALLIONS
Number in class  5

CHAMPION  VERSATILITY FARMS DANCE OF THEEAGLE
Owned by RHONDA DE LOS SANTOS
RESERVE   REDROCK LOTS O SPOTS
Owned by JANE L WAGNER & LUCILLE KUSLUCK

3rd        A BAER CREEKS ROCKYS BLAZE OF GLORY
Owned by JAN C NUCKOLLS

4th        ARISTOCRATIC WHISTLEJACKET
Owned by MICHAEL OR MARY COLLINGS

Class 180 VERSATILITY
Number in class 8

CHAMPION   ARISTOCRATIC REGAL QUEEN
Owned by MICHAEL OR MARY COLLINGS

RESERVE    TX ANGELS INCENDIOS ICE MAN
Owned by REBECCA KACHURIAK OR SUSAN STUART

3rd        INDIAN PEAKS TALKIN BEAUCOUP BUCKS
Owned by JOHN OR JENNIFER BENNETT

4th        TEXAS ANGELS GRAND ILLUSION
Owned by SUSAN STUART

5th        CONDERS BORN THIS WAY
Owned by CAMMIE TRUESDELL

6th        REDROCK LOTS O SPOTS
Owned by JANE L WAGNER & LUCILLE KUSLUCK
7th SILVERLEAF LITTLE ROJO AMIGO
Owned by LUCY DROLESKY

8th PECAN HOLLOWS BOLEROS VALENTINO
Owned by BECKY ARMSTRONG OR KRISTY NEWMAN

Class 181 TWO-YEAR-OLD STALLIONS - OVER 31" TO 33"
Number in class  3

CHAMPION  INDIAN PEAKS DARE TO DOMINATE
Owned by JONATHAN WHITT OR JANE OR BOB RAMSHAW

RESERVE   DVM TROULY HYPNOTIZZING
Owned by NICOLE PEARSSALL

3rd WINNING STREAKS MAJESTIC LEGACY
Owned by KC PAPPAS OR STEPHANI PAPPAS

Class 183 TWO-YEAR-OLD STALLIONS - 29" & UNDER
Number in class  1

CHAMPION  LM IDOLS DOUBLE BLESSED
Owned by KAREN MCADEN

Class 184 YOUTH OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING
Number in class  2

CHAMPION      SILVERLEAF LITTLE ROJO AMIGO
             Shown by LUCY DROLESKEY

RESERVE       BAR NS FULL MOON FANDANGO
             Shown by AVERY RICHARDSON

Class 185 YEARLING STALLIONS - OVER 30" TO 32"
Number in class  6

CHAMPION      DVM TROULY SUMWUN SPESHAL
             Owned by NICOLE OR RICHARD PEARSELL

RESERVE       INDIAN PEAKS DARING DESPERADO
             Owned by MARY LOU OR HARRY ELDER OR JOHN BENNETT

3rd            LM PEARL JAMS IDYLLIC HEIR
              Owned by JANET KING

4th            BONDES BOUNCIN B TANGOS ZUMBA
              Owned by JANICE POPE

5th            MERCEDES PANDEMIC TRICK
              Owned by KRYSTLE B ACTON

6th            BODACIOUS BUZZ LIGHTNING
              Owned by JACK OR KATHRYN FORBIS
Class 186 YEARLING STALLIONS - OVER 28" TO 30"
Number in class  2

CHAMPION       FIRST KNIGHT STRIDERS BUCKSHOT
                Owned by STEPHANI PAPPAS

RESERVE       LM IDOLS ALMIGHTY HAWK
                Owned by DEBRA EMERY

Class 187 YEARLING STALLIONS - 28" & UNDER
Number in class  1

CHAMPION       LITTLE AMERICAS STERLING KING TUT
                Owned by TONY OR CAROL GREAVES

Class 190 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED ROADSTER
Number in class  1

CHAMPION       BAR NS FULL MOON FANDANGO
                Shown by HEATHER RICHARDSON

Class 191 SOLID COLOR STALLIONS & GELDINGS
Number in class  4

CHAMPION       LITTLE AMERICAS IDOLS PQ EL DORADO
Owned by TONY OR CAROL GREAVES

RESERVE  TEN LS BUFFS DESTINY
Owned by DONNA TERRY

3rd  POCO DE ORO PEPITOS PICASSO
Owned by BARBARA OR JOHN HIBBARD

4th  ALLIANCE BUCK CRUSADER
Owned by BARBARA OR JOHN HIBBARD

Class 192 MULTI-COLOR STALLIONS & GELDINGS

Number in class  7

CHAMPION  LITTLE AMERICAS STERLING KING TUT
Owned by TONY OR CAROL GREAVES

RESERVE  JSW PRIME OUTLAW
Owned by MARIE A POWELL

3rd  FIRST KNIGHT KR REVENGE
Owned by TANA FOWLER

4th  JSW EPICS SKY HAWKK
Owned by SHAWNA D KIRCHMAN

5th  CTR DARE TO BE A HERO
Owned by JANET K MATZNER
6th  BODACIOUS BUZZ LIGHTNING
    Owned by JACK OR KATHRYN FORBIS

7th  EL DIAMOND K TEXAS INDEPENDANCE
    Owned by TANA FOWLER OR WENDY SOWARDS

Class 193 GRAND CHAMPION & RESERVE AMATEUR STOCK-TYPE

REGIONAL
GRAND
CHAMPION  LR ARISTOCRAT CHAMPAGNE LADY
    Owned by GREG OR JUDY STRINGER

RESERVE
GRAND
CHAMPION  ALOHA ACRES NEON LITE
    Owned by SAMANTHA OR LEE EARLS

Class 194 GRAND CHAMPION & RESERVE SINGLE PLEASURE DRIVING

REGIONAL
GRAND
CHAMPION  CEDAR CREEKS A WHOLE LOT OF LOVIN
    Owned by DEBRA EMERY

RESERVE
GRAND CHAMPION  LYMerrickS IRRESISTIBLE FORCE
Owned by LAUREN OR TONY GREAVES

Class 195 GRAND CHAMPION & RESERVE AMATEUR STALLION

REGIONAL

GRAND

CHAMPION  DVM TROULY SUMWUN SPESHAL
Owned by NICOLE & RICHARD PEARSALL

RESERVE

GRAND

CHAMPION  INDIAN PEAKS DARING DESEPRADO
Owned by MARY LOU OR HARRY ELDER OR JOHN BENNETT

Class 196 GRAND CHAMPION & RESERVE ROADSTER

REGIONAL

GRAND

CHAMPION  CEDAR CREEKS A WHOLE LOT OF LOVIN
Owned by DEBRA EMERY

RESERVE

GRAND

CHAMPION  LYMerrickS IRRESISTIBLE FORCE
Owned by LAUREN OR TONY GREAVES
Class 197 GRAND CHAMPION & RESERVE SENIOR STALLION

REGIONAL
GRAND
CHAMPION    ALLIANCE BOLEROS INCENDIO
    Owned by MIKE HLAVATOVIC

RESERVE GRAND
CHAMPION    ALLIANCE INCENDIOS TRIPLE THREAT
    Owned by ZACHARY OR DEANA SMITH

Class 198 GRAND CHAMPION & RESERVE OPEN STOCK-TYPE

REGIONAL
GRAND
CHAMPION    ALOHA ACRES NEON LITE
    Owned by SAMANTHA OR LEE EARLS

RESERVE
GRAND
CHAMPION    LR ARISTOCRAT CHAMPAGNE LADY
    Owned by GREG OR JUDY STRINGER

Class 199 GRAND CHAMPION & RESERVE CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING

REGIONAL
GRAND CHAMPION  STARS THEE IDOL
Owned by JONATHAN WHITT/LESSEE

RESERVE GRAND CHAMPION  ALLIANCE TAITTINGER
Owned by TIM OR REBECCA KACHURIAK

Class 200 GRAND CHAMPION & RESERVE JUNIOR STALLION

REGIONAL GRAND CHAMPION  INDIAN PEAKS DARE TO DOMINATE
Owned by JONATHAN WHITT OR JANE OR BOB RAMSHAW

RESERVE GRAND CHAMPION  DVM TROULY SUMWUN SPESHAL
Owned by NICOLE OR RICHARD PEARSA LL

Class 201 GRAND CHAMPION & RESERVE COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING

REGIONAL GRAND CHAMPION  CHERRYVILLE MAJICS WARLOCK
Owned by LEIGH OR JAMIE MURRAY
RESERVE
GRAND
CHAMPION    PHR COUNTRY STRONG
Owned by DEBRA EMERY